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Because looking, listening, seeing and hearing are the 
primary means of rluman learning, it is the purpose of this study 
to measure, to some degree, the effectiveness of audio-visual in­
struction Q Recognizing that retard.ed persons evidence a great de­
pendence upon learrling through tIle senses tit is deternlined to 
evaluate whether or not a systematic use of specially chosen audio­
visual materials influences visual and auditory perception, and 
therefore, stimulates maximal learning in their situation. 
Judgment as to the value of these teaching media will be 
based on the following statement: 
tlA learning event, then, takes place when the 
stimulus situation affects the learner in such 
a way that his performance changes from a time 
before beirlg in the situation to a time after 
being in ito The change in performance is 
what leads to the conclusion that learning has 
occurred 0 ,,1 
1.	 Gange, Robert. The Conditions of Learning. Holt, Hinehart and 
Winston, Inc., (Chicago: 1965), p. 6. 
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11TKODUCTION 
An effective, useful and productive teaching instrument 
and/or technique necessarily coincides with the varying needs and 
abilities of each group of students involved in a single learning 
situation Q Present research and thinking indicate that it is im­
perative that the nrultifariolis methods of teaching being employed, 
be investigated to determine which prove to fit most adequately the 
physical, psychological and intellectual capacities of particular 
classes of children o 
The problem of providing optimum learning environments for 
mentally handiyapped	 students is especially obvious, and research 
applied to the educable mentally retarded is very limited There iso 
urgent need for knowledge of some dynamic approaches to their cur­
riculunl, accompanied	 by specific suggestions for implementation into 
2
classroom situations. Before commencing to project ideas for usable 
curricula, hOvrever, it is important to discuss what previous research­
ers in this field have found to be characteristic of educable mental 
retardates. 
Who are being referred to as the mentally retarded? In this 
paper, the educable mentally handicapped child, ranging in IQ from 
fifty to eighty, is being considered; the retardation may be due to 
2.	 Goldstein~ ~dward. Selective Audio-Visual Instruction for Mentally 
Retarded Pupils. Charles Thomas, Pub., (Springfield, Illinois: 
1964), p. VIII. 
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familial factors, but more especially to brain injury. 
W:hat is known about retardates t make-up that differentiates 
them from persons with average or above average intelligence? Though 
their physical appearance and social and emotional characteristics 
frequerltly label thenl, they are said in reality to be rrlore like their 
fellows tharl different from them. From data established through em­
pirie" studies this seems to be a valid picture of the retarded, 
generally: 
" ••• the retarded present a picture of dysfunction 
in which rnany aspects of behavior are involved at 
least to some extent. The retarded person has a 
linlited grasp of abstractions. lie does not have 
the capacity to foresee all the consequences of 
his actions. He has potential for a limited group 
of occupations. He is not inherently dangerous, 
but his presence may be disturbing to others. lIe 
has the capacity to profit from our attempts to 
help hinl o n) 
Why are methods of teaching the retarded different fro$ 
those used in teaching the unormal" child? At the point of education, 
many symptoms may interfere with learning. Strauss, Lehtinen and 
Kephart agree that they manifest disorders in many ways which may af­
fect tl~	 processes of perception, reasoning, language and be~vior.4 
Distorted visual perception hampers learning. The tendency to persist 
in verbal response when it is no longer appropriate, and distractibility 
impinge upon the learning process if the children fail to concentrate 
t-6 
and~learn to resist distractions. Communicative disorders make 
J.	 J ardan, l'rlomas. The IVlentally hetarded. Charles lVlerrill Books, Inc., 
(Columbus, Ohio: 1961), po 100. 
__ 44. Ibid. D. 261. 
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instruction more difficult, and lack of inhibition makes emotional 
outbursts frequent. 
Because retarded children have great difficulty with ab­
stract symbols, especially the spoken word, theoretically, the best 
type of learning would be through direct experience. Many experiences 
are too remote, and cannot be modified into classroom situations, so 
vicarious experiences become necessary. Any educational program for 
the mentally handicapped. therefore, must give serious consideration 
to the type of Methods and materials to be used. It is the function 
of the special educator to enrich the environment with highly moti­
vating activities. 
Activities and materials involving use of the sense organs, 
which conSitute the chief avenues of learning, are of utmost value; 
the two most important of these are sight and hearing. 5 From a pro­
gram formulated for the education of the mentally retarded in E~ngland, 
John Duncan concluded ttlat these children seem to have better intel­
ligence in tlle concrete rather than in the abstract, and that conse­
quently they should be taught primarily through exercises with things 
that can be handled, seen, or heard. 6 
Currently, audio-visual educational materials and tools are 
being preferred to text book and supplementary reading materials. 
These instruments have, for their one purpose, to facilitate learning 
by more effectively relating learning to direct experiences rather than 
to ideas in a manrler most suited. to the way persons learn. They include 
50 Goldstein, Edward. Ope cito, pp. 4-5. 
6. Gagne, hobert$ opo cit., p. 24. 
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devices used in teaching situations which employ use of sight and sound, 
and can be divided into three categories: nonprojected, projected and 
audio equipment. The nonprojected materials are illustrative, such as 
flat pictures, charts, gr~phs, objects, demonstration boards and Slliilar 
devices. Projected materials include slides, filmstrips, transparencies, 
projected opaque pictures, and related equipment. Audio materials are 
records, tapes and tape recorders, radio, etc. Communication media 
usually referred to as audio-visual aids or techniques stimulate the 
senses of the learner.? 
Another important factor to consider in planning curricula 
for the mentally handicapped is that of memory. }lemory is also an es­
sential aspect of learning. Like all persons, the retardate tends to 
remember what he wants to remember and how he wants to remember. 
(Motivation t) F'rom experimental vlork, it is known that the amount of 
remembering depends, to a great extent, on hOvT well the person learns 
0what is to be learned When many new things are presented to the mind 
at once, and sufficient attention cannot be given to each, actual 
learning is being interfered with, and the teaching will have to be re­
peated many times. The more complex a learning task is, the more fac­
tors there are involved in the process of learning, and so the proba­
bility that the retarded student will forget much of what is being 
taught is greater. To insure effective learning, therefore, the learn­
ing should be divided into small pctrts, and each part should be taught 
7.	 DeKieffer, Roberto Audiovisual Instruction o The Center for Ap­
plied Research in Education, Inc., (New York: 1965), p. 10 
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separately and sequentially.8 
After examining these characteristics of the educable men­
tally handicapped student, with special consideration given to in­
volvements regarding the cognitive processes, and having looked briefly 
into the current educational techniques which appear best fitted to 
meet the sT~cial needs of these students, the following project was 
undertaken. It attempts to measure possible growth in auditory and 
visual memory skiJ.ls through a concentrated and carefully organized 
use of audiovisual materials, and to determine the value of such in­
struments in a curriculum for mental retardates. With the understanding 
that sight and hearing are the most important sources of learning and 
communicating, and realizing that with the retarded person attention to 
learning in corlcrete situations rattler than through abstractions is 
vitally important, it seemed evident that improving skill in these two 
areas, auditory and visual, would also improve and facilitate learning. 
I wish to thank at this time, Sister Theodore, OS~ and 
Sister Justa, OSF, who graciously helped me with this paper by offering 
many suggestions. I am grateful, too, to Sister }lichael, OSF, who was 
so obliging to let me teach her students during the regular school time, 
and to Sister Evodia, OSF, who tested the children both times on the ITPA. 
80 Thorne, Gareth. Understanding the Mentally Retarded McGraw-HillQ 
Book Coo, (~ew York: 1965), p. lOl-102 Q 
r 
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SUR\fEY OF RELATED LITERATUR:E 
Researchers are presently examining implications and 
practices whicIl teachers can employ with educable merltally retarded 
children to improve attention and retention abilities. Though most 
persons would expect a certain short-term memory deficit in their 
regard, it has been found by Vergason (1966) and Lance (1965) that 
memory is not inferior in retardates under certain conditions. 
Special emphasis, therefore, is being given to discovering instruc­
tional devices and methods that heighten attention and mediation of 
information and which facilitate learnirlg as well as strengthen 
9memory. 
Marie Doyle, in an effort to find a possible resource for 
intellectually handicapped students, made a study of perceptual skill 
development in a project involving one hundred and eight children 
from special education classes. In spite of previous studies ex­
plaining that a child's perceptive powers improve as mental age in­
creases, she hypothesized that development in perception was inde­
pendent of intellectual developrnent o The conclusions of her project 
suggest that perceptual skills may be developed despite restrictions 
of linlited intelligence, and that it is plausible, therefore, that 
9. Vergason, Glenn "Facilitation of Ivlemory in the Retardate. 1t Ex­o 
ceptional C:hildren, (Vol. 34, No o 8, April, 1968), pp. 589-96. 
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retarded children may be llelped to learn better by seeing and hearing 
rather than through the conventual simplified textbook curriculums 
currently used. Improvement in the use of these skills could provide 
lOa very valuable reservoir of resources.
lVlemory and perception are essential intellectual functions. 
For effective learning, skill in operating these faculties must be 
developed, especially with retardates. Studies have been and are being 
conducted to determine the feasibility of developing visual and audi­
tory memory skills through audiovisual teaching instruments and tech­
niques. Zeaman and House (1963) indicate in their study report that 
retarded students should be exposed to teaching aids that tend to rivet 
attention to the task at hand. They suggest the use of audiovisual 
equipment because it appears to suit this purpose to great advantage, 
11and provides a medium involving the senses"--.sight arid sound. 
Factorial studies have concluded that visual perception is one 
of the primary mental abilities. Adequate visual sensory efficiency is 
a prerequisite to perceiving meaning from experiences, pictures and sym­
boIs. Jean Turner Goins made a study of the relationship of visual per­
ception to reading ability. In this project the tachistoscope was the 
main instrument used for training in visual perception. This device 
captures attention by its quick flash and removal of stimuli, and de­
mands careful observation and concentration o At the end of the project 
10.	 Doyle, !Jlarie. "Perceptual Skill Development - A l)ossible Resource 
for the Intellectually IIandicapped," American Journal of 
Mental Deficiency, (Vol 71, No.5. March, 1957), pp. 776-82.o 
11. Vergason, Glenn. opo cito, po 590. 
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there was evidence of significant improvement in the visual perception 
of the subjects involved, and definite reason to believe tllat training 
in the recognition of visual forms was an aid to progres~ in learning 
to read.12 
Auditory perception, too, is one of the most important 
sensory-related skills that is necessary for learning. Investigations 
concerning the deficit of this skill with reference to the mentally 
retarded are few, but in view of the obvious need for the development 
of auditory I~rception, special attention has been given to the use of 
the tape recorder with educable mentally retarded children in the de­
monstration classes at Appalachian State Teachers College. The advan­
tages being noted for the use of such an apparatus are: it focuses 
attention on the task at hand, makes provision for direct learning, and 
trle approach can be either unisensory or [,luI tisensory. The multisensory 
approach may include combinations such as auditory directions which re­
quire a motor response, a vocal response, and/or use of visual material. 
Since listening comprehension is usually higher than reading ability 
in retardates, audition is an important avenue which can be used very 
effectively.13 
The following study is an attempt to investigate further the 
value of audiovisual instructional materials in developing visual and 
auditory memory perception skills, and as effective instruments to be 
used when teaching mentally retarded students. 
12.	 Goins, Jean Turner. Visual Perception Abilities and E~arly Reading 
Progress. University of Chicago Press, (Chicago:1958), No. 84. 
1)0 Smith, Carolyn. "The Tape I~ecorder in the E}1F~ Classroom," ~lental 
Retardation, (Vol 4, No.6, December, 1966), PP. 33-35.o 
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DE~SCRIPTION OF TIlE: PROJECT 
This study began with the specific intention of discovering 
whether the auditory and visual memory skills of educable nlentally re­
tarded stlldents would be improved through instruction based predomi­
nantly on the use of audiovisual techniques. It was designed to re­
semble as closely as possible the procedure most frequently followed 
in classroom situations~-~group teaching, so that in the event that 
these techniques proved valuable, tr~y could easily be used by other 
teachers. 
The three children who comprised the study group were from 
St. Coletta School, a residenti~_ school for mentally handicapped 
children in Jefferson, Wisconsin 0 These were chosen from a single 
classroom so that their academic achievement would be fairly similar, 
and they could be taught as a unit as well as individually. A further 
reason for the choice of these particular three was the type of scores 
received by them on the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities.9 
For purposes of readily identif~ying the children throughout the paper, 
a description of each will be given. They will be referred to as: 
George, Ann and Jacko 
George was 12 years old; his IQ was 830 Ann was 1) years of 
age, ~nd had an IQ of 75. Jack was 14 years old, and his IQ was 51. 
14.	 McCarthy, James and Kir~, Samuel. Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic 
Abilities. Institute for Research on Exceptional Childreno 
University of Illinois, (Urbana. Illinois: 1961)0 
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These intelligence quotients were obtained on a Wechsler Intelligence 
Scale for Children adnlinistered in March, 1968.15 
Also, in March of 1968, the academic achievement of these 
children was measured by their teacher through the Metropolitan 
16 George rated an achievementAalhievement Test, Primary II, Form B.
score that placed him at the 2.4 grade level. Ann's scores ranked her 
at the 3.3 grade level, and grade level 3.1 was scored by Jack. 
Before the project began, the results of the Illinois Test of 
P'sycholinguistics, given to determine which students to include in the 
study, showed that George had high ability in auditory perception and 
memory skills and low ability in visual perception and memory skills. 
Ann was tr~ opposite, showing high ability in visual, but low ability 
in auditory perception and memory skills. Jack's ability in both 
areas was	 below average.
 
Figure 1, illustrates the above characteristics.
 























Figure 1 0 Ratings of individual subjects o 
15.	 Wechsler, David. Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children o The 
Psychological Corporation, (New York: 1949). 
16.	 Durost, Walter and Associates. }1etropolitan AC!lievement Tests. 
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc o , (New York: 1959), Primary II 
Batte.:ry, Form Bo 
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To follow the guidelines set up in the introduction for the 
selection of instructional materials t:hat nleet the SI)ecial need,s of re­
tarded students, and to heighten their interest, involven~nt and re­
tention, it was decided that audiovisual devices would be the most valu­
able instruments to use for this project. Pictures and flash cards, 
the overhead projector and the tape recorder were chosen to comprise 
the major experiences of each day's lessons. 
Pictures arouse interest, supply information and ideas, 
stimulate discussion, clarify meanings, and so contribute much to 
learning Other advantages of flat pictures are: they are readily$ 
available, they convey real and concrete impressions, they are well 
suited for individual and group study because students may examirle them 
17
and study	 them for as long or as briefly as they wish. 
The overhead projector is also one of the most effective 
methods for comraunicating visually with a class. It provides pro­
jected images of the hig:hest clarity and emphasizes simplicity and 
ease of use. Transparencies are permanent, and a variety of techniques 
and devices can supplement or further enhance transparencies. An es­
pecially i~portant advantage of the overhead projector is that the 
teacher is able to maintain complete classroom control and interest with 
it by simply turning a switch on and off.18 
Tape recordings are a means of bringing infornlation to 
17.	 Wittich, Walter and Schuller, Charles. Audio-Visual Materials: Their 
Nature and Use. Harper and Row, (New York: 1962), ppo 75-77. 
18. Schultz, Morton The Teacher and the Overhead Projector. Prentice­o 
Hall. Inc., (Englewood, Cliffs, New Jersey: 1965), ppo 5-11. 
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learners through audio imager:y 0 This type of recording is being in­
creasingly used because it offers ease of handling and filing, per­
manence, and freedom fron1 \..]ear; dust and otrler factors often cause 
records and transcripts to deteriorate. In using and/or making record­
ings, the teacher has complete control of the J)lanning and uS'e of the 
audio experiences. 5t1e is able to provide flexible learning situations 
that are interesting and well-organized, arld are apl)ropriate in content 
for the subjects being taug:ht and age levE~l and type of child involved. 
Research studies have proven that audio learning experiences accelerate 
1clearning. 'j 
The subject matter selected to be taught was an area of mathe­
matics---the multiplication tables. This specific topic was chosen be­
cause it blended into the objectives of trle study so well. Math is 
abstract, and very difficult for the retarded learner, and so the visual 
and auditory educational Dlaterials being used would make the abstractions 
concrete and tangible. The use of pictures, overhead transparencies and 
tape recordings would supply abundant opportunity for developing visual 
and auditory perception and memory skills, so necessary for accurate 
mathematical processes. 
At the outset of the study, the children's individual scores 
obtained on the ITPA were recorded. The ITPA incorporates nine sub-
tests, all designed to evaluate language development in exceptional chnn­
ren through audito~ and visual channels of communication. The two tests 
of primary importance and given greatest consideration in weighing the 
19. Wittich i Walter and Schuller, Charles. opo cit., ppo 278-81 0 
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value of these teaching experiences are the sequencing tests, which have 
for their purpose the measuring of auditory and visual abilities. A 
description of each of trlese tests is taken from the examiner's manual: 
B. The Sequencing Tests. Sequencing, as used here, 
is the ability to correctly reproduce a sequence of 
symbols; it is largely dependent upon visual and/or 
auditory Dlemory. 
Test 8. Auditory-vocal sequencing is the ability 
to correctly repeat a sequence of symbols pre­
viously heard. It is assessed by a modified 
digit repetition test. 
Test 9. Visual-motor sequencing is the ability 
to correctly reproduce a sequence of symbols 
previously seen. It is tested by requiring 
the subject to duplicate the order of a se­
quence of pictures or geometrical designs pre­
sented to the subject and then removed. 20 
The project actually began on February 5, 1968, and lasted 
ten weeks. On five days out of every week, each student received in­
div~dual instruction for one half hour, and group instruction for one 
half hour. The group consisted of the three students involved in the 
studyo 
The concepts were introduced Visually with flat pictures which 
the children could examine carefully, and on which they could count the 
objects, if necess:ary. Two kinds of pictures were used for all the series 
of multiplication facts to 'be learned, a large 
set primarily for teacher use, and smaller in­
dividual sets to be used by the students. In 
each of the sets of pictures, the same pattern 
DDt]•••••• •• 
If. 5 a 
Figure 2. Patterns 
was used (Figure 2) for the different number on picture cards. 







groupings. This was done in order to provide 
simplicity, order and consistency. The same 
formation was also used in indicating the 
-·· .: -.. 
•••• e.. ~.D
X2 lfXS- 0-><2­
number of groups displayed on a certain card 
Figure 3. Groupings 
(Figure J) to facilitate ease and speed in on picture cards. 
the visual perception of each equation. Long 
narrow answer s:heets were provided to accompany the various series of 
multiplication facts, and squares having the numbers from one to ten on 
them were available to use with the answer sheets for various exercises. 
(F'igure 4) 
/3 I b 9 I /zlls-I/8 I;l./ I ~Lf [",-7130j 
Figure 4 G Answer sheet for "3's". Squares to use with the answer sheets. 
Flash cards were also used. The large, and the smaller individual pic­
tures, answer sheets and flash card sets for each of the nine multiplica­
tion tables taught, were a different color to help unify the particular 
set of facts being learned. 
Exercises with these pictures varied from day to day and from 
set to set. Smaller pictures were chosen by the students to match the 
large one shown by the teacher. Pictures were matched to answers on 
the answer sheets and to flash cards In response to arl oral statement0 
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of a specific equation by the teacher or one of the students, pictures 
were held up or indicated by pointing, or ans'-lers vJere poirlted- to on 
the answer sheets~ etc. Small individual pocket charts were used for 
variety of procedure. 
A large portion of every lesson consisted of instruction 
involving the use of tIle overhead projector on an individual basis, 
and often in the group situation. Transparencies having patterns 
identical to those on the flat pictures were cut into small units so 
that a single picture could be viewed on th~ screen at one time. These 
were flashed on the wall for the length of two or three seconds at a 
time, and the students were encouraged to tell as quickly as they could 
what equation they had seen. Frequently, in a group situation, the 
answers were written instead of given orallyo The children soon ac­
quired the skill of correctly identifying more and more basic facts; 
memory skill was also being developed. 
Besides the transparencies on which number groupings were 
pictured, there were transparencies having number synlbols on them, 
i.e. t 3 X 4 = These were flashed on tIle screen for onlj'" an in­
stant, and again, the children either responded with the answer orally 
or on paper. In both cases, the students were required to give the 
equation itself, as well as the answer. These activities fostered 
accurate visual perception 0 
In order to strengthen auditory perception and memorJT skills 
Slllultaneously, teacher-prepared tape recordings were utilized once a 
day. Lessons on the tapes followed a certain pattern quite consistently; 
the above mentioned answer sheet was almost always used for some portion 
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of each recording. There was an introduction to a new set of tables 
or a review of previously learned tables, at which time the students 
recited the equations with the teacher, looking at the answer sheet for 
the correct answers. Then, a brief drill followed during which the 
teacher called for the answer to a specific equation, i.e., 5 X 6, and 
the children would point to the answer on the sheet in front of them 
and say the correct response This was called the "jumbled up" review. 
The next step was to rlave the children give the answer without re­
ferring to the answer sheet. After allowing a few seconds for the chiJd­
ren to respond, the teacher would give the correct response so tha.t the 
students would know if their reply was accurate After these oral exer­
o 
o 
cises, ttle childre.n would take a paper numbered from one to twenty and 
write the answers to equations recited by the instructor on the tape 
recorder. 
In all of the activities involving the overhead projector 
and the tape recorder, especially, the children were aware of the need 
for careful attention and intense concentration. These instruments 
stimulated their interest and fostered the development of accurate visual 
and auditory perception skills During the ten weeks of study, theg 
children maE;tered_ rline sets of multiplication tables... - ..two to ten. A 
graph of each childls weekly progress shows growth or weakening in each 
of these two skills being developed; memory of the basic facts is another 
factor to be considered in the reading of the graphs. 
The visual perception score was obtained by flashing thirty 
picture transparencies, each for two or three seconds, and tabulating 
the number correctly identified. F'or the auditory perception score, 
- 17 ­
the tape recorder was used in a nlanner similar to that described as the 
last step on most of the taped lessons. The students were required to 
write the anS~lers to thirtJr equations; a time lapse of about ten se··· 
conds was given for the writing of each answer. These equations and 
picture groupings included those most recently learned, as well as 
some review samples. 
Alorlg with the graph showing weekl~y progres~) l is one that in­
dicates the differ8nce in each child's auditory and visual perception 
and meP1or:y skillsiprevious to the project and at the ternlination of it, 
as measured by the ITPA. A second graph tells each child's language 
age. The ITPA was re-administered by the same examiner at the close of 
the ten week study. 
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GEORGE Age 12 IQ 83 
A WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART 
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GEORGE 
George was the youngest of the three children, had the 
highest lQ, and registered high auditory and low visual perception 
scores on the initial ITPA. The instructor's progress chart shows 
a gradual inlprovement in both auditory and visual skills throughout 
the ten week study. Although the ITPA given before the project began 
showed that auditory ability far exceeded visual skill, the scores 
on the weekly crlart were only slightly higher for aud.itory than for 
visual perception. 
At the end of tIle project, George was failing to ~lswer only 
one or two items out of each test. His second ITPA profile, however, 
shows a loss of four months in auditory skills, his original strength; 
and a gain of two years and eight months in visual skills, his initial 
weakness. 
Use of the overhead projector was especially effective vIith 
George because he was an extremely distractf. ble subject. The sudden 
flash of stimuli captured his full attention and his responses were 
immediate. The experiences with the tape recorder afforded more time 
for his mind to wander until the next response was eXI~cted. Exercises 
with the recorder usually called for motor responses, too, and George 
was slow in writing figures----his attention was distracted by his con­
cern for figure form. In one lesson, he would have often memorized a 
complete table He performed much better in the one to one sessionse 
than in the group situations. 
- 20 ­
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Age 13 IQ .:l2-. 
A WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART 
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ANN 
Ann was interestingly in the middle of the three children as 
far as age and IQ were concerned, and her scores on the weekly progress 
graph held to the middle position, also. Her strength before the pro­
gram oogan was in the visual area, and her scores accord.ing to weekly 
tests were usually higher in visual than in auditory perception skill; 
during the last four weeks, they began to coincide. Although abilities 
inlproved, especially in the beginning, her overall growth was less than 
that of the other two subjects. Initially, Ann was higher in visual 
ability; both of her final scores show improvement, but a larger gain 
was made in the visual area. 
Ann worked well both in the single and in the group situation, 
but evidenced a nervous reaction to exercises that consisted of timed 
competition with the other children. She was not easily distracted, and 
the over11ead IJrojector and the tape recorder kept her attention and 
aided concentration on the work presented each day. Each new set of 
tables was a challenge to her. Though she was quick to perceive meaning 
from the materials used in each lesson. menlorization of the basic facts 
was difficult for her. Short-term memory was good, but after a day or 
two recall was poor. Weekends were often a set-back to her progress. Be­
sides time lapses, the introduction of new sets of equations at regular 
intervals showed poor retention of previously learned tables. 
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JACK Age 14 IQ 51 
A WEEKLY PROGRESS CHART 
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JACK 
Jack was the oldest of the three children involved in this 
project, had the lowest lQ, scored low in both visual and auditory 
perception skills on the initial ITPA Scale, arld yet, according to 
the weekly progress chart of the instructor, his performance through­
out the study excelled that of the other two subjectsg His ratings on 
tr~se auditory perception tests were esrecially high----almost perfect 
during the last half of the study, and his visual perception scores 
steadily improved. On the final ITPA Scale, his scores showed a 
growth in auditory perception and memory skills, and a maximum in­
crease in visual perception and memory skills. 
The motivation factor strongly influenced Jack's perforrr~nce. 
He was extremely interested in whatever exercise he was involved in, 
and was always eager for new equations to learn His attention span, 
however, was short, and he was very easily distracted from whatever 
he was doing The overhead projector and the tape recorder were both 
o 
0 
ideal for him because he realized that time Cirld attention in each 
situation were valuable to his success, and he consistently aimed at 
attaining a perfect score. 
Like George, he had a fine memory, and his achievement en­
couraged him to learn more. 
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SOOlARY 
It is imr1lediately obvious from studying the- graI)hs of each 
child's progress, that a concentrated, ~rell-organized use of audio­
visual educational instruments improves visual and auditory I~rception 
and rnemory skills. E~specially significant,'"' is th~~ increase in tIle 
visual ability of all three of the students involved irl t:his study. 
Auditory improven~nt is noticeable to a far less degree in two cases, 
and a loss of four months is indicated for one case. 
A compdrison of the profiles of all the subjects on the 
weekly progress charts (with a few exceptions) showed higher scores in 
auditory ability, than in visual ability. Yet, on the ITPA Scales, 
greater improvement and skill in the visual area was evident. Possibly, 
the reason for this discrepancy lies in the fact that in the weekly 
auditory tests the subject had only to listen carefully to each equation 
and write the answer, whereas, in the visual test it was necessary for 
him first to recogrlize the number groupings, and then to formula te ttle 
equation: correctly and give the right answer. 
Perhaps, the greater amount of attention and concentration 
required in exercises designed to improve visual abil-ity accounts for 
the greater increase in this skill. Also, to be considered, were the 
pictures utilized throughout the study; they, too, enhanced visual 
activities. 
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It should be noted., tllat although all of the students im­
proved more significantly in visual ability, the largest gairl was made 
by the student initictlly lowest in that area; the student highest in 
visual skills previous to the project made the least gain. 
It may be concluded from this study that auditory and visual 
perception and memory skills can be developed and improved through use 
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